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Abstract
The social media podium offers a communal perspective platform for web marketing, advertisement, political campaign,
etc. It structures like-minded end-users over the explicit group as a community. Community structure over social media is
the collaborative group of globally spread users having similar interests regarding a communal topic, product or any other
axis. In recent years, researchers have widely used clustering techniques of data mining to structure communities over social
media. Still, due to a lack of network and implicit communal information, researchers cannot bind mutually robust and
modular community structures. The collaborative features of social media are inherent with implicit and explicit end-users.
The explicit nature of both active and passive users is easily extracted from the graphical structure of social media. On the other
hand, the degree of information inclusion of implicit features depends upon end-users participation. The Implicit features of
frequently active users are diversely available, while integrating passive and silent users’ implicit features over the community
is tedious. This work proposed a social theory based influence maximization (STIM) framework for community detection
over social media. It combines user-generated content with profile information, extracts passive social media users through
influence maximization, and provides the user space for influencing inactive users. The STIM framework clusters identical
nodes over the maximum influencing node axis based on their graphical parameters such as node degree, node similarity, node
reachability,modularity, and node density. This framework also provides the structural, relational andmathematical concept for
the functional grouping of like-minded people as a community over social media through social theory. Finally, an evaluation
has been carried out over six real-time datasets. It analyses that convolution neural network over STIM structure more dense
and modular communities via influence maximization. STIM acquired around 93% modularity and 94% Normalized Mutual
Information (NMI), resulting in approximately 2.23% and 5.69% improvements in modularity and NMI, respectively, over
the best-acquired result of the benchmark approach.
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1 Introduction

Today social media has become a vital platform for polit-
ical campaigning, product advertisement and personal or
professional publicity. Moreover, social media platforms
facilitate the political parties, multinational companies and
advertisement teams by offering a dynamic perspective to
classify like-minded consumers and voters through commu-
nity detection.
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Social media can be defined as a network of interpersonal
relationships of individuals for sharing and participating in
many global and local issues. At the same time, a commu-
nity is a group of individuals having similar desires towards
any product, Political policy [1,2], Local [3] or international
problem [4].

E-commerce, multinational corporate and political parties
have benefited from the ability of social media to identify
the structure of communities for policy making. Moreover,
intercommunal characteristics of individuals over the com-
munities assist in recognizing groups of crowdturfing users,
sockpuppet nodes and fake profiles responsible for spreading
fake reviews, rumours and hate speech over social media.

In recent research, Social media mining and clustering
techniques have been widely used to identify communities
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on social media. Unfortunately, due to a lack of network
and implicit communal information, the performance of this
research does not yield significant results. However, the
selection of communal characteristics and seed nodes affects
the intra-communal and inter-communal strength of the com-
munity structure.

On the other hand, Communal symptoms are dependent
on the implicit and explicit relationships between nodes. The
direct connection can be easily deduced from the graphical
structure of active social media users. Still, implicit relation-
ships between passive users pose a challenge, as does mining
user-generated content via social media platforms such as its
‘like’ ‘dislike’, ‘follow’, ‘comment’, and ‘share’. This con-
cern motivates the development of a mining technique that
efficiently extracts both implicit and explicit relationships.
The primary concern of this work is to find the impact of
implicit relationships between passive users over the struc-
ture of communities, i.e. modularities and NMI.

This article aims to develop an influence maximization
framework for community detection to bind social media
mining (SMM) theories over social media context. Apart
from that, this paper introduces the concept of deep learning
over the graph perspective of social media to carry high data
sparsity and generate communities that include both passive
and active users. This concept enables the identification of a
trade-off between the similarity of nodes’ attributes and the
density of connections for Influence Maximization(IM).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents structuring of Community over social media; Sec-
tion 3 covers the recent research on Community structuring
; Section 4 present social theory and influence maximization
framework; Section 5 covers the experimental setup Sect. 6
illustrates the performance evaluation of benchmark over-
lapping community detection algorithm over the proposed
framework. and finally, Sect. 7 concludes the paper and out-
lines the founding and future work.

2 Community Structuring Over Social Media

A community is a collection of human beings bound together
by social, geographical, political, economic, and spiritual
symmetry in the real world. On social media, communities
are a collection of geographically dispersed end-users, share
a common social profile and interest in politics, economics,
art and culture, research and education, marketing, and other
global issues.

Community on social media can be classified as explicit
and implicit, on conviction of participation and belonging-
ness of member. If the members of the community are aware
of their involvement and belongingness, then it is an explicit
community. Whereas, if a cluster of the social entity with-
out knowing their participation and belongingness, share a

similar view, opinion and interest over any topic, product,
organization and issue are referred to an implicit commu-
nity.

Recently, researcher focused to structuring efficient
implicit dynamic relationship community [5], Learning com-
munity [6], knowledge-sharing community [7], identical
topical community [8,9].

The algorithm used to detect communities on social media
varies in nature depending on the type of parameter used to
structure communities. Recently, researchers have concen-
trated their efforts on isolating either specific member-based
communities or firm-based communities. Themember-based
community detection algorithm is also referred to as a node-
centric algorithm because it structures the community of a
similar node based on the desired node’s specific parame-
ter, such as degree, reachability, and similarity. In contrast,
firm-based algorithms structure the community according to
group-specific norms such as modularity, balance, density,
robustness, and hierarchy.

Graphically, Social media (SM) can be illustrated as a
complex relationship network rn(u, l, r), as shown in Fig. 1.
Where ’u’ (node) is the set of the end-user having profile over
socialmedia podium, ‘l’ is a set of links between these entities
‘u’, and r: ux × uy → l is a function which assigns relation-
ship status (relative(r),friend(f),colleague(c)) between a pair
of end-users ux and uy , join through a link l(x,y) as show in
Eq. (1).

r : ux × uy → lr
{
1r : linked with direct relation r
0 : Not linked no direct relation

(1)

Whereas graphical, the objective of community structur-
ing is to discover higher dense homogeneous sub graphs
srn(us , ls , rs) ⊆ rn(u, l, r). Where belonging factor(bf) of
node us is higher in srn as compare to rest of graph ,as shown
in the Eq. (2). Then srn is the community structure ∈ rn .

b f (ui , srn) > b f (ui , rn − srn),∀ ui ∈ srn, ∃ srn ∈ rn (2)

The colour shade of node in Fig. 1 indicate their belong-
ingness over the topical context of the network. Whereas
belonging factor bf(ui , srn) is the probability of any node ui
belong to a community srn , and its a ratio of number of rela-
tionship link of node ui connect to any node ∈ srn and total
number of relationship link of node ui , as shown in Eq. (3).

b f (ui , srn) =
∑

v∈srn l(v,ui )

lui
(3)

However, if the relationship graph rn having two disjoint
dense subgraphs srn1 and srn2 , having no common node then
both are disjoint community else overlapping communities,
as shown in Eq. (4).
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Fig. 1 Relation Sub-Graph over Social Network

Fig. 2 Communities over Social Network

srn1 ∩ srn2

{
= φ Disjoint community

�= φ Overlapping community
(4)

Apart form that Community detection can be overlap-
ping where node may belong more then one group and If
multiple edges containing the same node are assigned tomul-
tiple communities, the node is called overlapping one. The
Dynamic relationship for overlapped community structure
may be build by initializing the mutual knowledge catego-
rization influencenodes andfinally correlate overlappednode
in shared community structure,as shown in Fig. 2. Where
Node (X) and (Y ) are basically belong to both blue and red
communities with influence of violet communities.

3 RelatedWork

Social networking has grown in importance due to its unique
ability to enable social contact between geographically dis-

persed users via the internet. A social network can be
represented graphically, with nodes representing users and
links representing their connections.

Increased interest in communities on social networking
has resulted in a resurgence in graph mining algorithms. As
a result, numerous techniques have been developed recently
to address a broad range of graphmining,web contentmining
[10], feature extraction [11], and clinical [12] or economical
management problems [13].

Saidi et al. [3] discussed an adequate evidential clustering
method to identify cyber-terrorist subgroups as community
over social media. This method employed probabilistic con-
strained evidential C-Means (CECM) algorithm to identify
must-link and cannot-link constraints to magnify military,
finance, and local leaders committees. simultaneously, Li
et al. [14] build a correlation theory-based multi-layer net-
work to encapsulate direct and indirect influence relation
and drive local community detection. Whereas, Mohotti and
Nayak [15] developed a density and content-based cluster-
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ing approach for community detection over social media.
Mohotti and Naya [16] presents Recurrent Unit (GRU) and
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) based approach to struc-
ture vulnerable communities responsible for spreading hate
speech over social media.

Salehi and Davulcu [17] developed a social interac-
tions and user-generated content based framework to iden-
tify detect antagonistic and allied communities over social
media. This framework based on a hypothesis that the
inter-community perspective of end-users can contemplate
inter-community relationships.

Vogiatzis and Dimitrios Keros [18] present a social
tagging and density-based community detection algorithm
for crisp and overlapping community over hyper-graphs.
Whereas, Zhao et al. [19] discussed a latent Dirichlet
allocation-based probabilistic link partition (LBLP) model
for overlapped community detection. This probabilistic
model unified influence and content information of network
structure.

Deng et al. [20] developed a probabilistic graph and vector
Influence clustering-based community detection algorithm.
This method use ITG (information transfer gain) to identify
most influence node over communal desire group.Whereas,
Hu et al. [21] proposed a Node2vec based spectral clustering
algorithm for community detection. This algorithm extracts
rich information from low dimension feature vector of iden-
tical phantom node.

Tommasel andGodoy [22] discussed a heterogenous com-
munity detection algorithm through asymmetric relations,
which extract by integrates social and contextual informa-
tion of end-users over the social media. Whereas, Croitoru
et al. [23] present a spatio temporal clustering-based com-
munity detection algorithm and perform geospatial analysis
of spatial footprint over both physical and cyberspace for
information propagation.

Farooq et al. [24] build a graph-based community detec-
tion algorithm using influence node centralization. Authors
visualizes and evaluates the correlation matrix to extract
the most influential node over a communal desire group.
Whereas, Katchapakirin et al. [1] present a natural lan-
guage processing based behavioral information identification
model for the social community detection over Facebook.

Abdelsadek et al. [25] discussed knowledge acquisition
and interactive visualization dependent two complemen-
tary steps for community detection over twitter. However,
Kanavos et al. [26] build an influence based graph min-
ing approach for emotional community detection over social
media.WhereasMoscato et al. [27] discussed a game theory-
based logistics and information streams to identify most
influence node on communal group over Twitter.

Hanteer et al. [2] present a hashtag-based topical audience
model for multiplexing explicit interactions and conversa-

tions between end-users and identify politically influence
community over Twitter.

Alduaiji et al. [28] discussed a clique structure and influ-
ence propagation-based temporal interaction biased model
for community detection. This model grapes temporarily
active users-over dense communities through density met-
ric and influence of communal node with the frequency of
their interactions with the sibling’s node.

Toujani and Akaichi [29] build a genetic algorithm based
hybrid hierarchical clustering approach for convergence of
locally optimal community detection. Genetic hierarchical
clustering algorithm build bottom-up cluster with higher
objective function and decompose with lower quality func-
tion.

Wang et al. [30] present a homophily based twitter com-
munity topicmodeling system, where LDA is used to capture
the recent topics in the aggregated tweets. Clique algorithm
used to verify internal and external topic similarity and
extract common interests to build structure-based commu-
nities.

Singh et al. [31] discussed probabilistic data structure and
quotient filter based storage schema for Community detec-
tion over social media. whereas SanchezOro and Duarte
[32] proposed a metaheuristic based Greedy algorithm
for community detection over social media. Ahmad et al.
[33] developed a hybrid influence maximization approach
based on dynamic weighted sum and multi-criteria decision-
making methods for community detection over social media.
Whereas, Guesmi et al. [34] present relational concept
analysis based multi-relational community detection over
heterogeneous social media.

Raj et al. [35] presents an artificial intelligence based
social mining concept and successively employs the idea of
granular computing in rough sets for structuring commu-
nity over social media. whereas Elgazzar et al. [12] states
that unsupervised machine learning could be used to keep an
eye on health care by using dynamic, evolutionary clustering
algorithms like DBSCAN and the Louvain method to find
communities in the temporal networks of Covid 19.

Several studies have been done on network structure and
partitioning algorithm, rather than node partitioning. An
approach for detecting overlapping communities (MOEA/D)
using genetics is presented in Wan et al. [36]. MOEA/D use
link-based metrics to improve partition density, modularity,
and mutual information. Using Dynamic optimization and
a Dynamical resource allocation strategy, MOEA/D recog-
nised community structure as a set of temporal overlapped
snapshots. Van Lierde et al. [37] suggested an edge-based
spectral clustering technique to extract overlapping groups.
This approach first computes the graph laplacian eigenval-
ues. Then use k-means clustering to group the eigenvalue
object.
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Fig. 3 Seed Communities identification framework for Overlapped Community detection

The existing approaches use user profiles and user-
generated data to label end-users to a particular community
in recent literature. However, the strength and modularity
of these communities are fragile due to the lower par-
ticipation of the passive, like-minded users. The existing
approaches forgive inactive users who do not actively par-
ticipate in any conversation but have similar ideologies over
any products, politics, global and local issues, etc. So a
social theory-based explicit community detection framework
is needed to extract an influential community from social
media platforms, encapsulating passive like-minded users
over the community by applying graphs and social theories
for influence maximization in the social network. Further-
more, as it is known that most influential users increase
the flow of influence in the community, one more issue of
community detection is taken, i.e. scalability in an extensive
network.

4 Proposed STIM Framework

Community detection over social media is an essential and
thought-provoking task. It is observed from the literature
that the existing approaches use the users profile and user-
generated data for the labelling end users to a particular
community. However, Strength andmodularity of these com-
munity are weak due to lower participation of the passive
users.

To extract an effective community form social media plat-
form, a social theory based explicit community detection
framework is needed which encapsulate passive like-minded
users over the community by applying graph and social the-
ories for influence maximization in the social network. As
it is known that most influential users increases the flow of
influence in the community with this one more issue of com-
munity detection is taken, i.e. scalability in a large network.

To include passive users over the communities, a graphi-
cal and social theory based influence maximization (STIM)
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framework is developed, as shown in Fig. 3. This framework
combines user-generated content with profile information,
extracts passive social media users through influence max-
imization, and provides the user space to influence inactive
users.

STIM framework provides abstract, logical, and structural
meaning to develop a mathematical model for grouping like-
minded people as a community over social media with social
theory. It’s structuring the identical nodes that come in the
aura of the influential nodes via node belongingness over
node centric feature (NCF) and communal centric features
(CCF) (node degree, node similarity, node reachability, mod-
ularity, and density of node) as a community.

4.1 Pattern Analysis

STIM framework analyses and extracts a proper pattern from
the social media data set (SMDS). SMDS abstract both
user-generated and profile data of end-user. This approach
encapsulates social media with data mining concepts, theo-
ries, and algorithms to build a practical method for extracting
communal intersection from user-generated and profile data.
For instance, consider g(v,re) as a social media graph having
15 users nodes and 14 relationship edges with three different
labels, as shown in Fig. 1. In g(v,re) labelling of relationship
is build up by the amalgamation of user-generated and profile
content over social media.

4.2 Seed Nodes Extraction

After extracting relationship edges and their belongingness
over the topical context of desire pattern. STIM employed
node centric feature (n f

c ) to discover clique structure as the
seed nodes, as shown in algorithm 1. Algorithm 1may return
multiple seed nodes (us) having maximum connectivity over
Rn(u, l, r).

Algorithm 1 Seed Nodes Rn(u, l, r)
Input: Rn(u, l, r)
Output: Seed Node (us )

1: function Seed Nodes(Rn(u, l, r))
2: n = ∑n

j=1 ui ;
3: return Number of nodes(n)∈ Rn(u, l, r)
4: for i ← 1 to n do
5: d{ui } = ∑n

j=1 r j [ui − u j ];
6: return degree of node ui
7: end for
8: return array d[un] ← degree ∀ ui ∈ Rn(u, l, r)
9: us = argmax

i<=∑n
i=1 ri

{d {ui }}
10: end function
11: return us as seed node

4.3 InfluenceMaximization

After identifying the us , SMM used balance theory to derive
an implicit relationship between another non-seed node and
the seed node. Consider Rn(u, l, r) as a social media graph
with fifteen users nodes and fourteen relationship edges, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. After applying SMM’s balance theory,
five hidden implicit relationships edges are extracted over the
graph Rn(u, l, r), as indicated by the blue line in Fig. 4.

Following the extraction of the hidden relationship, nodes
are classified hierarchically according to their implicit sta-
tus as determined by influence theory. After applying the
influence theory, the clique’s node colours are altered. As
illustrated in Fig. 4, the brightness of the node’s colour
revealed its hidden implicit statuses across the clique. Follow-
ing the discovery of the seed nodes, Influence Maximization
employs balancing theory to deduce implicit connections
between the passive and active users (seed node).

Simultaneously, the graph transmits effects as explicit
characteristics derived from Influence and Homophily corre-
lation theory. Through the Influence theory, the higher status
communal node alters the lower status node’s belongingness
to their respective community. Whereas homophily estab-
lishes the belongingness of nodes with similar characteristics
within the same community, as illustrated by the similar
colour share in Fig. 4.

4.4 Seed Community Extraction

After increasing the participation of passive user over explicit
communal characteristics. STIM use node and community
centric feature for structuring seed community. Node Cen-
tric feature incorporate node degree, node similarity, and
node reachability. Whereas, Modularity and node density of
the network is the group centric feature. The graphical fea-
tures set, select modular, dense, and robust cliques as a seed
community and discover the desired community structure by
clustering a similar node via social theory.

The structural equivalence between every pair of nodes is
calculated through cosine similarity, as shown in Eq. (5) and
select clique R′

n(u
′, l ′, r ′) as seed community.

σCosine(ui , u j ) = |N (ui ) ∩ N (u j )|√|N (ui )||N (u j )|
(5)

Whereas, k-Club is used to evaluate reachability of selected
clique and proceed to refine it, as shown in Eq. (6).

min
d
gp (ui , u j ) ≤ k

{
maxi

[
cohensive

[
R

′
n(u

′
, l

′
, r

′
)
]]}

⇒ k−clan

(6)
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Fig. 4 Social Network after Influence and Balance Theory

Where,

(ui , u j ) ∈ R
′
n(u

′
, l

′
, r

′
)

R
′
n(u

′
, l

′
, r

′
) ⊆ Rn(u, l, r)

However, RatioCut (Rc(p)) andNormalizedCut (Nc(p)) over
the vertex u, normalized the desired partition by volume of
vertex or degree, as shown in Eqs. (7) and (8).

Rc(p) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

cut(pi , p̄i )

|pi | (7)

Nc(p) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

cut(pi , p̄i )

ν(pi )
(8)

Where,

p̄i = v − pi (complement of cutset )

cut(pi , p̄i ) = Size of cut

and

ν(pi ) =
∑
v∈pi

dv (summation of degree of vertex)

The feature set of cut ratio returns more balance structure as
seed community.

Subsequently, to increase the robustness of the resul-
tant seed community structure, a k-connect feature of desire
clique graph R

′
n(u

′
, l

′
, r

′
) set minimum threshold (less than

equal to k) of edge to maintain connectivity of desired seed
community as shown in Eq. (9).

k − connect[R ′
n(u

′
, l

′
, r

′
)] =

⎧⎨
⎩

≤ k : R
′
n(u

′
, l

′
, r

′
) is connected

> k : R
′
n(u

′
, l

′
, r

′
)

is disconnected

(9)

Whereas, Modularity set the minimum distance required
among seed community for discrimination, as shown in Eq.
(10).

d(pi , p j ) =
∑

ui∈pi ,u j∈p j

li, j − did j

2
∑

l
(10)

where di and d j is degree of vertex ui and u j respec-
tively. Distance can be generalized over all the partition of
Rn(u, l, r) define in Eq. (11).

n∑
i=1

∑
ui∈pi ,u j∈p j

li, j − did j

2
∑

l
(11)

Whereas, after Compilation over all the link l belong to
Rn(u, l, r), distance define modularity as shown in Eq. (12).

m = 1

2
∑

l

⎛
⎝ n∑

i=1

∑
ui∈pi ,u j∈p j

li, j − did j

2
∑

l

⎞
⎠ (12)

However, Graph density evaluate the degree of completeness
of clique that chose as a seed community, as shown in Eq.
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Fig. 5 Social Network after Homophily

(13).

γ (Seedcommunity) = l
|e+1|
2

(13)

where graph density maximized the density of desire clique
that selected as seed community. Finally, Edge Betweenness
minimize overlap edge among selected clique as seed com-
munity, as shown in Eq. (14).

li =
∑

li ∈ 1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

shortestpath(ui , u j ) (14)

At the last integrationof graphical feature, return clique struc-
ture as a seed community represented by a group of theViolet
colour nodes shown in Fig. 5.

4.5 Node Belongingness

After extracting implicit seed communities through influ-
ence maximization, NCF generates vertex degree vector and
reachability matrix, as shown in Eqs. (15) and (16).

nv
d =

{
n1d , n

2
d , n

3
d , ......n

m
d

}
∀ m ≤ n − 1 (15)

wherenv
d is represent node degree vector andn

i
d is the number

of node having degree i in desire clique structure. Whereas,
noderm represent node rechability square matrix having n*n
dimension and rui ,u j is the modular distance between node
ui and u j

noderm = [
rui ,u j

]
n∗n (16)

After extracting the node feature vector andmatrix, multiply-
ing the vertex degree vector and the node reachability matrix
returns ui, j as the node with the greatest influence. Simulta-
neously, the K-means algorithm constructs a community of
similar nodes using the Jaccard coefficient as the similarity
index over the initial point ui, j .

4.6 Convolution Neural Network

With Convolution Neural Network(CNN), this framework
defines belongingmatrix are modelled as user similarity vec-
tors . A convolution neural network is then used to discover
latent features from user similarity vector . Finally, aggre-
gate the extracted community matrix as shown in Fig. 6 and
Eq.(17).

rc =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1
n

∑n
i=1

cut(r(θ)i∗ ¯r(c)2)|m(c)|

1
n

∑n
i=2

cut(r(θ)i∗ ¯r(c)2)|m(c)|

1
n

∑n
i=n

cut(r(θ)i∗ ¯r(c)n)|m(c)|

(17)

Where

1. χr(c)1 represents first community profile
2. χr(c)2 represent second community profile
3. χr(c)n represent nth community profile

CNN uses the belonging matrix as the kernel matrix and uses
thematrix’s dimension as filter size. However, it implies con-
volution, max-pooling, fully connected, and softmax layer
to define the probability distribution of each node over K
communities. Where ReLU activation layer can employed
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Fig. 6 Convolution Neural Network Model for Community Identification

Table 1 Modularity of structured community via CNN Algorithm over STIM

Data Set Balance Theory (BT) Social Homophily (SH) Social Influence (SI) Influence Maximization (IM)

Zachary Karate Club 84.72 84.12 86.24 89.72

American College football 80.62 84.22 87.48 90.24

Dolphin Social Network 77.26 79.84 82.72 87.08

Books about US Politics 80.12 83.42 86.24 90.19

Les Miserables 84.92 83.72 86.56 91.94

Word Adjacencies 79.12 78.68 81.18 84.34

Table 2 Normalized mutual information of structured community via CNN Algorithm over STIM

Data Set Balance Theory (BT) Social Homophily (SH) Social Influence (SI) Influence Maximization (IM)

Zachary Karate Club 90.07 91.12 93.78 95.12

American College football 89.28 90.52 94.12 96.79

Dolphin Social Network 86.34 89.72 92.22 94.12

Books about US Politics 89.42 90.89 92.34 96.11

Les Miserables 89.51 90.92 93.51 97.72

Word Adjacencies 86.62 85.08 87.72 90.26

gradient non-linearity functionality over CNN, as given in
Eq. (18).

CNNRelu = ξ

(nm−1∑
x=1

conv
(
kmi, j , f m−1

j

)
+ wm

i

)
(18)

max pti = max
(
max pt

′
i : t ≤ t ′ < t + pw(s ∗ st)

)
(19)

where f m−1
j represent the j th feature map at the ‘m-1’ layer;

f mi represents i th feature map at ’m’ layer; kmi, j represent
kernel size of convolutional layer; nm−1 indicate the number
of featuremaps in the (m−1)th layer andwm

i represent influ-
ence of i th feature map in m layer. Dropout layer to reduces
the dimension of featuremap. TheMaxPooling layer reduces

two-unit areas on these featuremaps to theirmaximumvalue,
as shown in Eq. (19).

5 Environment Setup

The comprehensive experimental, computational environ-
ment is built for effectively analyzing the performance of
proposed STIM community detection technique. The i11

CPU with 8.0 GB RAM, Integrated graphics card and a
1TB hard drive in windows 10 is used to perform these
experiments. Further, the functionality of open source soft-
ware node4j (version 0.9.1) and RStudio (version 3.3.0) are
explored. Themodules are developed in the python program-
ming language.
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The performance of the structuring community is evalu-
ated using modularity(M) and normalised mutual informa-
tion(NMI) parameters. Modularity is a network structural
measure that assesses the strength of subgraphs (groups,
clusters, or communities) within the network to extract com-
munity structure Newman [38]. In a network, a group of
nodes with higher modularity is relatively dense next to one
another, resulting in the formation of communities, as shown
in Eq. (20).

M = 1

2|E |
∑
xy

[
exy − wxwy

2|E |
]

δ(cx , cy) =
n∑

i=1

(
fii − f ′

i
2
)

(20)

Where exy represents the edge from node x to node y, Wx

represent the summation of the weights of the edges linked to
node x, cx is the belonging community structure of node x,(cx
, cy ) is a probabilistic function that equals to 1 if both the
respective node x and y belong to same community structure,
otherwise 0. fii represent the edge in the community i and F ′

i
is the belongingprobability of randomedge to the community
i that attached to vertices in the community i.

Whereas, Normalized mutual information (NMI) is a nor-
malization of intra-community mutual information score to
scale the similarity between intracommunity node discused
in Eq. (21):

NMI (x, c) =
{
0 node are totally dissimilar
1 node are totally similar

(21)

and mutual information is calculated as shown in Eq. (22):

NMI (x, c) = 2 ∗ i(x, ci )

e(x) + e(c)
(22)

where x is the class label, c is the community structure, e is
the entropy and i(x;c) is the information gain for element ci
for class label x.

6 Result Analysis

To evaluate the performance of structuring community, six
different experimental campaigns are carried out over social
media based real network data sets, namely Word adjacen-
cies (WA), Zachary karate club (ZKC)[39], Dolphin social
network(DCN) [40], Les Miserables (LM), Books about US
politics(BP) and American College football (ACF) [41].

Fig. 7 Statistical Distribution of Modularity of STIM with Data set

6.1 Performance Evaluation of CNN over STIM
Framework

Performance evaluation ofCNNalgorithmover STIMframe-
work for structuring community on different social media
based data set, after incorporating socialmediamining theory
is illustrated in Tables 1 and 2 asModularity and Normalized
Mutual information.

CNN algorithm over Proposed STIM framework struc-
turing the community on social media dataset with the
modularity of 77.26–84.92%, 78.68–84.22% and 81.18–
87.98% after incorporation of balance theory(BT) , social
homophily(SH) and social influence(SH), respectively, as
shown in Fig. 7.

After incorporating balance theory, it’s observed that
the CNN algorithm over STIM framework acquire maxi-
mum modularity on an unbalanced LM dataset. In contrast,
with Homophily and influence theory, the STIM framework
acquires maximum modularity on lightly correlated ACF
datasets. However, after incorporating all SMM theories as
influence maximization(IM), the modularity of the resultant
community is significantly increased and structuring 84.34–
91.94% modular community.

CNN algorithm over proposed STIM framework after
amalgamation of influence maximization leads the highest
modularity on the high dense imbalanced networks as LM
and ACF datasets.

On the other hand, evaluation of the CNN algorithm
over proposed STIM framework with the concern of inter-
community normalized mutual information. It observed
that resultant structured communities have 86.34–90.07%,
85.08–91.12% and 87.72–94.12% after incorporating bal-
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Fig. 8 Statistical distribution of NMI of STIM with data set

ance theory, Homophily and influence theory, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 8.

After incorporating influence theory, it’s observed that
the CNN algorithm over STIM framework acquire maxi-
mum NMI on a high dense lightly correlated ACF dataset.
In contrast, with Balance and Homophily theory, the STIM
framework achieves maximum NMI on high dense imbal-
anced ZKC datasets. However, after incorporating all SMM
theories as influencemaximization, theNMIwithin the resul-
tant community is significantly increased and structuring
90.26–97.72% mutually informative node community.

CNN algorithm over proposed STIM framework, after the
amalgamation of influencemaximization, structured a highly
informative community on the high dense imbalanced net-
works as LM and ACF datasets.

6.2 Performance Evaluation of Benchmark
AlgorithmWith InfluenceMaximization

Performance evaluation of benchmark algorithm for struc-
turing community on different social media based data set,
after incorporating social media mining theory is illustrated
inTables 3 and4 asModularity andNormalizedMutual infor-
mation.

The modularity of structured community via Walk-
trap(WT) algorithm on social media data set is statically
distributed as 68.25–72.84%, 70.82–78.64% and 75.86–
79.64% with the amalgamation of balance, homophily and
influence theory. However, Mutual information of struc-
tured community is slightly higher than modularity, i.e.
statically distributed as 70.26–77.82%, 74.52–82.42% and
78.62–86.24% on balance, homophily and influence theory.

Whereas, after incorporating all SMM theories as influ-
ence maximization, the modularity of the resultant com-
munity via WT algorithm is significantly increased and
structuring 78.36–82.78%modular and 82.72–89.72% infor-
mative community, as shown in Tables 3, 4 and Fig. 9.

However, the modularity of structured community via
Fast-Greedy(FG) algorithm on social media data set is
statically distributed as 69.85–76.26%, 72.24–79.12% and
74.62–80.60%with the amalgamation of balance, homophily
and influence theory. However, Mutual information of struc-
tured community is slightly higher than modularity, i.e.
statically distributed as 74.14–81.52%, 76.18–85.24% and
79.02–89.12% on balance, homophily and influence theory.

Whereas, after incorporating all SMM theories as influ-
ence maximization, the modularity of the resultant com-
munity via FG algorithm is significantly increased and
structuring 80.59–84.56%modular and 84.84–91.80% infor-
mative community, as shown in Tables 3, 4 and Fig. 10.

Whereas, Edge Betweenness(EB) algorithm sturctur-
ing community acquired 70.12–77.26%, 74.23–80.18% and
78.24–82.24% statically distributed modularity and 78.08–
82.54%, 79.68–86.48% and 82.46–88.98% statically dis-
tributed NMI with the amalgamation of balance, homophily
and influence theory.

Whereas, after incorporating all SMM theories as influ-
ence maximization, the modularity of the resultant com-
munity via EB algorithm is significantly increased and
structuring 81.22–86.24%modular and 87.67–92.78% infor-
mative community, as shown in Fig. 11.

The performance of the baseline community detection
algorithm is significantly boosted up after rectifying net-
work information by incorporating influence maximization
as social theories. The community detection algorithm,Walk
trap, Fast greedy and Edge-betweenness acquire approxi-
mate 4–5%, 3–7% and 3– 7% improvement in modularity
and 3–5%, 5–10% and 3– 10% improvement in NMI with
the stand-alone case of social theories over social media data
sets respectively.

6.3 Comparative Result Analysis

Further to validate the proposed STIM community detection
framework’s a comparison has been made with the state-of-
the-art community detection algorithm on the social media-
based real network data set, includingWalk-trap, fast-greedy
and edge betweenness.

The performance of CNN over STIM community detec-
tion framework’s for structuring modular and informative
communities on social media data set, is illustrated in Tables
1 and 2 as influence maximization.At the same time, Mod-
ularities and NMI of structuring communities via state
of the art algorithms (Walk trap, Fast greedy and Edge-
betweenness) are illustrated in Tables 3 and 4.
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Fig. 9 Statistical distribution of performance of walktrap algorithm with dataset

Fig. 10 Statistical Distribution of performance of fast greedy with data set

Fig. 11 Statistical distribution of performance of edge betweenness with data set

Table 3 Modularity on existing approach

Data Set Walktrap (WT) Fast-Greedy (FG) Edge Betweenness (EB)

BT SH SI IM BT SH SI IM BT SH SI IM

Zachary Karate Club 70.26 72.54 76.41 79.26 71.29 75.24 78.27 82.67 72.24 76.26 78.66 84.42

American College football 71.56 74.52 78.52 81.24 70.66 72.76 74.82 82.87 74.52 77.28 78.24 86.24

Dolphin Social Network 69.54 72.24 75.34 79.51 69.85 72.54 76.24 81.64 70.12 74.23 78.28 82.78

Books about US Politics 72.84 78.64 79.64 82.78 76.26 79.12 80.6 84.56 77.12 80.18 81.28 84.98

Les Miserables 72.14 76.82 78.82 81.28 75.22 78.62 79.94 84.27 77.26 79.22 82.24 86.24

Word Adjacencies 68.25 70.82 75.86 78.36 70.14 72.24 74.62 80.59 72.56 74.54 78.28 81.22
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Table 4 Normalized mutual information on existing approach

Data Set Walktrap (WT) Fast-Greedy (FG) Edge Betweenness (EB)

BT SH SI IM BT SH SI IM BT SH SI IM

Zachary Karate Club 75.56 78.54 82.66 86.02 76.54 79.56 83.52 88.74 78.08 80.28 84.68 90.24

American College football 78.6 80.25 86.24 89.72 79.68 82.45 88.88 91.12 80.02 84.22 86.24 92.78

Dolphin Social Network 73.28 76.68 81.84 85.69 75.54 78.64 82.82 87.28 77.24 79.68 84.28 89.92

Books about US Politics 78.34 82.42 85.92 89.48 80.22 84.28 88.46 91.82 81.22 84.98 88.88 92.12

Les Miserables 77.82 81.74 85.42 89.08 81.52 85.24 89.12 91.8 82.54 86.48 88.98 92.22

Word Adjacencies 70.26 74.52 78.62 82.72 74.14 76.18 79.02 84.84 78.24 80.12 82.46 87.67

Fig. 12 Statistical distribution of comparative performance

CNN algorithm acquires 84.34–91.94% modular and
90.26–97.72% informative community over STIM frame-
work. Whereas WT algorithm gain 78.36–82.78% modular
and 82.72–89.72% informative community, FG algorithm
80.59–84.56%modular and 84.84–91.80% informative com-
munity andEBalgorithm81.22–86.24%modular and 87.67–
92.78% informative community over different variant of
social media based data set, as shown in Fig. 12.

CNN algorithm over STIM framework significantly leads
the performance and acquired approximate 1.14%, 3.92%,
3.16%, 2.48%, 5.41% and 5.69% improvement in NMI over
the best-acquired result by benchmark technique with the
amalgamation of graphical and social theory, over six dif-
ferent real network data sets respectively. The variation of
improvement is because of the network parameter of the data
set. STIM leads the performance over the high dense net-
work as its have higher implicit relationships between passive
users. CNN algorithm acquires mutually dense community
structure as its select highest influence node over implicit
seed community as the axis of the community through influ-
ence maximization.

7 Conclusion

This paper proposed the four-tier influence maximization
framework for community detection (STIM) over social
media. STIM amalgamates graphical centric feature (GCF)
and social theory for extracting implicit clique structure as
seed community and proceeds to discover the desired com-
munity structure by the axis of influence maximization node.

After assessing community detection performance with
the axis of the influence maximization based seed node over
different social media data sets, it observed that the STIM
significantly structured highly dense and informative com-
munity. Acquired approximate 93% modularity and 94%
NMI over the community structure over different variants of
data sets. In contrast, STIM leads the performance by 2.23%
improvement in modularity and 5.69% improvement in NMI
over the best-acquired result by benchmark technique with
the amalgamation of graphical and social theory over six dif-
ferent real network data sets respectively.
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